The effect of various air gaps on computed radiographic musculoskeletal images was investigated using a knee phantom. Scatter to primary radiation ratios were measured using the beam stop method at air gaps ranging from 0 to 30 in. (0-762-mm). Bony trabecular sharpness, line pair resolution, quantum mottle and visualization of low-contrast beads in the soft tissues were evaluated. A significant reduction of scatter to primary radiation ratio, from a value of almost 1 at table top to about 0.4 at 10-in. (635-mm) air gap images. The skin entrance radiation dose does not have to be increased for air gap digital radiography. The radiographic noise or quantum mottle is highest on the Bucky image, higher on air gap images and minimal on the table top images, despite a high scatter to primary radiation ratio at the table top. The lower quantum mottle on the table top images allowed for maximal visualization of low contrast densities in the soft tissues. Air gap radiography further improves musculoskeletal computed imaging by reducing the scatter to primary radiation ratio without an increase in the skin entrance dose. For significant reduction of the scatter to primary radiation ratio and best evaluation of line pair spatial resolution and bony trabeculae, a 25-in. (635-mm) air gap with digital radiography would be optimal. For evaluation of low contrast densities in the soft tissues, table top placement would be the technique of choice.
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Introduction
We have used digital radiography for musculoskeletal imaging in the Pediatric Orthopedic Clinic at Children's Hospital of Michigan for 4 years and there has been good acceptance of the images by clinicians. During this time we have attempted to optimize the processing parameters of the Fuji Digital Radiography system (Fuji Medical Systems USA, Stamford, Conn.) for each age group and body part, using table top and Bucky (moving grid) techniques. We decided that the next step in improving the image quality would be to investigate the effect of various air gaps on scatter reduction, sharpness of bony trabeculae and line pair resolution, using a knee phantom to simulate an average skeletal part in children. [2] . It was assumed that exposure levels in shadows of the beam stops represented only scattered radiation, while the levels immediately surrounding the beam stop represented scattered radiation plus unscattered primary radiation [1] .
Two board-certified radiologists and a board-certified orthopedic surgeon independently evaluated all images without knowing the experimental conditions of the study. Each physician assessed sharpness of the bony trabeculae on each image on a 1-5 scale, with 5 being the best. They evaluated line pair resolution on all images using a 12 x magnification loop. They then evaluated quantum mottle on each image on a 1-5 scale with 5 representing the greatest mottle. They next evaluated visualization of the low-contrast acrylic beads in the soft tissue portion of the phantom, with 1 being least and 5 being most visible.
Results
The scatter to primary radiation ratio decreased from a value of almost 1 at table top to about 0.4 at a 10-in. (Fig. 4) . Visualization of the low-contrast beads in the soft tissue area was best on the table top images (Fig. 5) . The 25-in. (635-mm) air gap images were next best for detection of the low-contrast beads. A combination of visualization of beads in the soft tissues and trabecular sharpness was best achieved on the 25-in. (635-mm) air gap images (Fig. 6) . The inter-observer variability was evaluated using weighted Kappa analysis. The average Kappa value for all three paired observers was 0.73 for trabecular sharpness, 0.05 for beads in soft tissues, and 0.52 for quantum mottle. Values of weighted Kappa above 0.75 indicate excellent agreement beyond chance, whereas values below 0.40 indicate poor agreement [3] . Thus, trabecular sharpness alone was evaluated by our observers with fairly minimal inter-observer variability.
Discussion
Computed radiography (CR) is ideal for pediatric musculoskeletal imaging. Storage phosphor CR is a digitized imaging system, which uses conventional radiographic equipment to expose an image on a photostimulable imaging plate (IP) instead of a film-screen combination. Scatter reaching the IP is significantly less when a grid is employed. However, a grid absorbs about 40 % of the total radiation emerging from the patient, which makes it necessary to increase the skin entrance dose [4] .
The present project demonstrates that air gap radiography further improves musculoskeletal computed imaging by reducing the scatter to primary radiation ratio without an increase in the skin entrance dose. An air gap between the patient and the imaging plate reduces scatter reaching the receptor and also geometrically magnifies the object. Scatter to primary ratio is reduced significantly from a value of almost 1 at table top to about 0.4 at 10-in. (254-mm) air gap and 0.2 at 25-in. (635-mm) air gap placement of the IP (Fig. 1) . Sharpness of the bony trabeculae and line pair resolution at 10-in. (254-mm) air gap are better than the table top images. For best evaluation of the sharpness of bony trabeculae and line pair resolution, a 25-in. (635-mm) air gap would be optimal (Figs. 2, 3, 6 ). This represents only 1.6 times Fig. 4 Quantum mottle. The score of each observer for noise and the total score for all three observers is displayed for each imaging technique. The noise was greatest for the Buckey technique because of reduction of both scatter and primary radiation reaching the receptor. The noise was lowest for the table-top technique, where scatter radiation reaching the receptor was maximized (254-mm x 305-mm) hard copy by CR, therefore produces a near life-size image of the object, so that many body parts (elbow, knee, hand, wrist, shoulder) can be imaged using air gap placement of the IP.
The quantum mottle is inversely proportional to the total number of photons reaching the imaging plate. When the same exposure factors are used, the quantum mottle is highest on the Bucky image, higher on air gap images and minimal using the table top, non-grid technique (Fig. 4) . When the air gap is used, more of the scattered photons do not reach the receptor and the total number of photons incident on the IP decreases resulting in greater quantum mottle. The lower quantum mottle allows maximal visualization of the low contrast densities in the soft tissues (Fig. 5 ) despite a high scatter to primary radiation ratio on the table top images (Fig. 1) . Thus for visualization of low-contrast foreign bodies in the soft tissues, table top placement of the receptor would be the chosen technique. For the best overall imaging technique for soft tissues and trabecular detail, a 25-in. (635-mm) air gap would be chosen (Fig. 6) . Based on the above experiments, we have demonstrated that the same table top non-grid radiographic exposure technique can be used for air gap imaging with CR. The skin entrance dose does not have to be increased for air gap placement of the IP due to the linear response over a very wide dynamic range of the CR system [5, 6] .
Murphey et al. [7] reviewed digitized radiographs of the original radiographs in 42 patients with non-displaced or minimally displaced fractures and found that all fractures were seen on digitized images with 2.88 LP/mm or greater resolution. Following a review of 122 digitized images of plain radiographs selected to represent a wide variety of musculoskeletal lesions, Wegryn [8] reported that 2.5 LP/mm was adequate to visualize all the abnormalities seen on plain radiographs. We know from our work compared with that of previous investigators that the line pair resolution achieved using an air gap of 10 in. (254-mm) or greater is more than adequate for routine diagnostic musculoskeletal imaging [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . To date, we have performed air gap radiography in a few patients in the Pediatric Orthopedic Clinic for evaluation of the appendicular skeleton with good initial results. Modification of the radiographic tables used for acquiring CR images to include an adjustableheight cassette holder underneath a transparent table top for visualization of the field of collimation on the cassette would facilitate easy air gap placement of the IP for routine clinical use of this technique.
In conclusion, computed radiography is an alternative to film-screen radiography in the evaluation of the musculoskeletal system in children. A significant reduction in the scatter to primary radiation ratio, improvement in bony trabecular sharpness and line pair resolution can be achieved using air gap placement with CR without an increase in the skin entrance dose compared with the table-top technique.
